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Bluetooth 5. More items to explore. Avantree Oasis New Version Bluetooth 5. VCE 3. Register a
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Sunvalley group, is dedicated to providing superior-quality, reasonably priced electronic

products that improve the lives of our customers. Bluetooth 5. This item TaoTronics Bluetooth
5. Mpow Bluetooth 5. Compare with similar items. Product information Product Dimensions 1.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I bought this for the Nintendo Switch but what made
me really love it was in flight entertainment. It declutters your whole flight experience; less
hassle with the trays, meals, people getting up to go to the bathroom, etc. It's small and light
enough that I just leave it dangling by the audio cord in flight or on the Switch. The battery lasts
longer than my bluetooth headphones plus it can charge while operating so battery life isn't an
issue. Images in this review. Much more reliable than many others I have tried. The model can
both transmit and receive. In reality people will use the receive mode most often e. Or if you
have a new iphone that you want to use with existing non-bluetooth headphones. Transmit will
most likely be used in aeroplanes if you want to use your own bluetooth headphones rather
than the ones provided by the airline or perhaps if you have like a very old iPod without
bluetooth that you would like to connect to a bluetooth speaker. Pairing is comparatively
simple. Pairing the TX transmit mode is perhaps more difficult because you will typically be
pairing with a BT headphone or speaker. Once pairing is activated, the TaoTronics will pair with
the "closest" BT device. In reality I guess it just pairs with the strongest audio-capable BT
signal it can find. So if there are plenty of BT devices around it could in theory pair with the
wrong device, but you'll know when you got it right. I would recommend that you try to pair with
your headphones in a space away from other BT noise to keep things simple. Pairing in RX
mode is much easier because typically you would be pairing with e. It can charge while it is
being used. Highly recommended if you are looking to add BT capability to an older audio
device. Now I have a Bluetooth TV! I wanted a bluetooth transmitter for my non-bluetooth
Samsung smart TV so I can use bluetooth earbuds. I already have a Sony bluetooth transmitter
that has the over-the-ear headsets which work fine, just wanted the option for smaller, less
outside sound inhibiting earphones so I can still hear what's going on around me if I want. It
recognizes my earbuds every time I turn the transmitter on, so I don't have to pair it every time. I
purchased a longer cord to connect with the transmitter to the TV. I am pleased with this small,
but powerful device. I would recommend it. I love this device. It works greats for almost
everything. Here is a break down of all my uses. I've plugged it into my 47" LG TV's 3. However,
there is no lag between the audio and the video, everything sounds in sync. When I don't want
surround sound I can still pair it to my Jay Bird older model ear buds with full volume control
and no sounds issues. I have also plugged it into a PS4 Controller's 3. Battery life is awesome
and charging time has given me no issues. These do not seem to work well at all with this
device. You can get a connection and receive sound, but I have no volume control what so ever,
and the volume is very low. I have to use my old ear buds for now if I want to watch TV using ear
buds. I have not tried any other Beats such as the solo, so I'm not sure to what extent those
would work with this device, if at all. Still a 5 Star product in my opinion. I love my old iPod
Classic, but I was unable to use it with my Bluetooth headphones or speaker. I Googled to see if
a gadget such as this one existed, and sure enough, it does. I took a chance and ordered it,
despite the reviews saying that it was difficult to pair. I got it, charged it up, and it easily paired
with my headphones, as well as my Bose portable speaker. It is very small and lightweight you
can see the size compared to the iPod in the photo. It comes with cables to connect it to a TV or
cable box so you can get TV sound on Bluetooth speakers or headphones, but I have not tried it
that way. I bought this just to make my iPod Classic Bluetooth-compatible, and it does the job
for that. So I'm happy! Exactly what I wanted. By cmt on December 3, This little guy is awesome.
The uses are endless and this little box has become invaluable for us! See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Only got this yesterday, but have probably used it for about 8
hours or so. Seems really easy to use. Just plug everything together, make sure it's charged
they recommend charging it for 2 hours before using it when you first get it , pair your
headphones I have Bose QuietComfort and they paired easily. My old Jabra wouldn't pair at all
and away you go. I thought all sound would come through the transmitter, but it doesn't, so I
had to turn the volume down on my TV, but now that I know, it's not an issue. Doesn't seem to
be a delay between my headphones and what's happening on the TV, but there normally isn't
with my headphones, so that's good. Haven't used it in the receive mode, so I can't judge that,
but I didn't get it for that. Works really well for the price. Pairs easily. Instructions were not great
but once I figured it out was very happy. Can now use my noise cancelling headphones to
watch my shows over the school holidays. This is so easy to setup and use. Even my

technophobic oldies can use it. Once paired, it connects super quick every time. I mean every
time! The quality it good, that includes both sound and build. The aptX low latency makes a
huge difference if your headphones support it. There's virtually no lag. Ease of set-up - 5 stars
Value - 5 stars Sound quality - 5 stars Functionality - 1 star I'm getting an odd buzzing noise out
of my bluetooth speaker when connected to this transmitter. Anybody know what's going on?
Speaker is fine as it works perfectly with my cell phone and laptop. If I can't figure it out I"ll be
returning the product as it is incredibly annoying once you hear it will drive a person crazy
UPDATE : Company contacted me after my review and sent a brand new product for free. New
product works fine. Well done with customer service Updated rating to 5. Highly recommend.
Arrived ahead of estimated time. Easy to pair with iPhone. All required cables supplied and was
charged so basically works straight out of the box. No more unsightly wires from cabinet.
Importantly, the quality of what I'm hearing is very good so no attenuation anywhere, so a great
little product. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with related
products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
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Receiver Mode. Pair with Cellphones or tablets in RX mode. Sky Weiwei. AvantreeDirect USA. Bl
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